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Abstract 

Purpose:  The purpose of this research is to explore the reasons behind the abolish-
ment of statutory audit in small limited firms in Sweden and to discuss 
whether it would be beneficial for these firms to still maintain an audit of 
their business after the abolishment. 

 
Method: As a major part of this research study, qualitative interviews with auditors 

have been conducted to obtain professional opinion in the subject of inter-
est. Previous research are presented to provide a broader perspective of the 
debate. 

Frame of  
Reference:  The authors present an extensive background to auditing and accounting. 

Stakeholder model and agency theory have been applied to aid an under-
standing of the relationship between a firm and its stakeholders. Experi-
ences from other European Union countries are presented to provide a ba-
sis of comparison and discussion. Moreover, advantages and disadvantages 
of auditing are presented to facilitate a discussion of whether it is beneficial 
to maintain an audit of small limited firms.  

 
Conclusion: After extensive research the authors have identified and determined the 

most probable reasons behind the abolishment of statutory audit. The au-
thors can after a broad research conclude that the central reasons behind 
the abolishment are the costs of auditing. Populism and politics, as well as 
harmonisation motives of the European Union, are also prominent reasons 
for the abolishment of statutory audit in small limited firms in Sweden.  

 
Highlighting the benefits of auditing illustrates that accomplishing an assur-
ance of quality is one of the most essential motives of an audit review. Au-
diting may facilitate granting of loans, longer credit periods and loyalty, a 
credible image of the firm, as a result of business owners providing trust-
worthy information to their stakeholders. It can be concluded that it is 
beneficial for small limited firms to maintain an audit of their business, de-
spite the abolishment of statutory audit. 
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Författare:   Jasmeet Kaur 
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Ninorta Kurt 

Handledare:  Mikael Cäker 

Caroline Teh 

Datum:   2008-01-17 

Ämnesord:  Revisionsplikt, Slopande, Intressent Modellen, Agentteorin  
 
Sammanfattning 
 
Syfte: Syftet med denna uppsats är att utforska de bakomliggande orsakerna till 

revisionspliktens avskaffande i små aktiebolag i Sverige och att diskutera hu-
ruvida det är fördelaktigt att behålla revision i bolagen efter slopandet.   

 
Metod: För att erhålla en professionell åsikt kring ämnet i fråga, har denna studie till 

största del bestått av kvalitativa intervjuer med respondenter från revisions-
byråer. Tidigare studier är även presenterade för att tillföra debatten ett bre-
dare perspektiv. 

 
Referensram: Författarna ger en omfattande beskrivning av redovisning och revision. 

Intressentmodellen och agentteorin har tillämpats i syfte att underlätta för-
ståelsen av relationen mellan företag och dess intressenter. Erfarenheter 
från andra EU-länder är presenterade för att möjliggöra jämförelse och dis-
kussion, dessutom beskrivs för- och nackdelar av revision för att underlätta 
diskussionen om huruvida det är fördelaktigt att behålla revision i små ak-
tiebolag.   

 
Slutsats: Författarna har efter omfattande forskning fastställt de troligaste orsakerna 

till slopandet av revisionsplikten i små aktiebolag. Sammanfattningsvis kan 
författarna hävda att huvudorsakerna till avskaffandet är kostnaden av att 
upprätthålla revision. Populism, politik och EU:s harmoniserande strävan är 
ytterligare framträdande anledningar till slopandet av revisionsplikt i små ak-
tiebolag i Sverige.   

  
 Att erhålla en kvalitetsstämpel är den främsta fördelen med revision. 

Dessutom kan revisionen underlätta beviljande av lån, längre kredittider, bi-
dra till ökad pålitlighet och trovärdighet av bolaget. Dessa fördelar resulterar 
från ägarnas pålitliga information som de förser sina intressenter med. Av-
slutningsvis kan man påstå att det är gynnsamt för små aktiebolag att behål-
la revision även efter slopandet.  
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1 Introduction 

This initial chapter presents the background debate that has led to the problem discussion and purpose of 
this thesis. The discussion is introduced from a broad perspective, leading to the current state of Sweden re-
garding the potential abolishment of statutory audit in small firms. The authors clarify the perspective, de-
limitations and definitions of the thesis. This chapter concludes with a disposition of the thesis.  

1.1 Background 

Auditing developed during the past hundred years and today consists of an auditor’s audit 
of a firm’s annual reports. When an auditor has reviewed a firm’s accounts, s/he establishes 
an audit report. An audit is executed to provide the owners and other stakeholders a true 
and fair view of the firm (Moberg, 2003). 

Sweden has had a law-regulated statutory audit in all limited firms in Sweden since 1983. 
Statutory audit implies that firms are obliged to get an audit check done by an external and 
independent charted accountant. There were two predominant purposes of introducing 
statutory audit in all limited firm. The first objective was to create credibility in the firms’ 
financial reporting and secondly to prevent frauds and illegal acts (Thorell & Norberg, 
2005a). 

Auditing was introduced in 1895 in the Companies Act, also known  as Aktiebolagslagen. 
The audit system of that time was more simplified, considering that the accounting profes-
sion was less established compared to now (Thorell & Norberg, 2005b). It was not until 20 
years later in December 1912, that Sweden’s six intital accountants were authorized from 
Stockholm’s Handelskammare (Precht, 2005). 

An annual report is the most important basis of the decision making process for stake-
holders and is therefore expected to be correct and trustworthy. The ninth chapter’s third 
paragraph of Companies Act presents the role of auditing, which implies assessing a firm’s 
annual reports to make sure that they provide a reliable and trustworthy view of the firm’s 
management. An auditor’s task is to ensure that annual reports are executed correctly by 
applying appropriate regulations and show an accurate picture of a firm’s financial situa-
tion. The reliability of the annual report is confirmed in the audit report established by the 
auditor (FAR, 2006).  

Auditing can be compared to a necessary tool, which provides stakeholders a true and fair 
view. All stakeholders have a direct or indirect benefit of an auditor’s work. The reliability 
the audit conveys is therefore a condition to a well functioning society and business world 
(FAR, 2004).  

Today, it is compulsory for limited firms to submit audited annual reports to the Swedish 
Tax Agency. This applies for all limited firms regardless of size. There has been an on-
going debate concerning the maintainance or abolishment of statutory audit. Plentiful dis-
cussions have been conducted on whether an abolishment of statutory audit would facili-
tate these limited firms. The significant question here is what the fundamental reason for 
abolishing the statutory audit comprises. Moreover, if it is beneficial for these limited firms 
to still maintain audit of their business, despite an abolishment of statutory audit. The fact 
that this debate has been carried on is explained by the European Union, as the Council of 
Minister’s fourth directive allows every member country to decide whether or not to main-
tain statutory audit on small limited firms (Thorell & Norberg, 2005b). 
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According to the Council of Minister’s fourth directive, each member country of EU may 
determine whether or not to abolish the statutory audit for small firms. Even the Nordic 
countries have abolished the statutory audit. Denmark abolished its statutory audit for 
small firms early in 2006 while Finland commenced the abolishment in the beginning of 
2007 (Halling, 2005). Sweden and Malta are the only two countries in the EU which have 
maintained statutory audit (Wolk, Dodd & Tearney, 2004).  

 
The European Council of Minister’s definition of a small firm is one which has: 

� A total of assets or liabilities plus equities of maximum MEUR 3.65 (approx. 
MSEK 33) 

� A turnover of MEUR 7.3 (approx. MSEK 66) 

� A maximum of 50 employees (Thorell & Norberg, 2005c) 

 (computed through 1 euro= 9kr) 

An exception of statutory audit applies on firms which satisfy at least two of the three 
threshold values, such that these firms fulfil the conditions of being defined as small firms.  

There is considerably high obscurity regarding a potential abolishment of statutory audit. 
This creates interest in understanding the underlying reasons of a potential abolishment of 
statutry audit for small limited firms. 

On the 14th of December, 2006 the Ministry of Justice in the Swedish Government estab-
lished a directive, 2006:128, which states that an investigator has been allocated a commis-
sion to suggest the amendments that are required in the process of abolishing the statutory 
audit in small limited firms. Latest by 31st of March, 2008, the proposition presenting the 
suggestions regarding this issue, will be put forth. The investigation process will be com-
pleted latest by the 1st of September, 2008, where the decisions will be presented. 
(Justitiedepartementet, 2006) 

1.2 Problem discussion 

Scandals such as Enron, Worldcom and Skandia have influenced the auditing standards 
across the world and have also been a contributing factor to the development of the new 
Swedish auditing standard. The renewed auditing standard was implemented on the 1st of 
January 2004 and is an adaption of the international auditing rules of International Stan-
dards on Auditing (ISA). This meant an increased requirement on the auditing task, which 
in turn also results in increased costs for firms (Brännström, 2004).  

The modifications, in the form of increased requirements on the auditing task, have led to 
the debate around statutory audit in small firms being current in Sweden. The effects of an 
abolishment would influence approximately all limited firms since nearly 85 percent of all 
firms are small, following the definition presented above (Thorell & Norberg, 2005c). With 
this in mind, it is vital to understand the motives behind an abolishment, as this can ease 
limited firms in deciding whether to maintain or exclude an audit of their reports, after an 
abolishment of statuory audit. 

Statutory audit originally arose to fulfil owners’ need of control over the management of 
the firm as the purpose of auditing is to assure accuracy of, and confidence in the audited 
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financial information, which also fulfills the function of the business world and society. 
(Thorell & Norberg, 2005a).  

Thorell & Norberg (2005b) has established a report under the commission of Confedera-
tion of Swedish Enterprise, also known as Svensk Näringsliv. This report presents the on-
going discussion regarding the maintainance or exclusion of statutory audit in small limited 
firms. The discussion emphasizes both advantages and disadvantages depending on what 
perspective to look from. Having a look at the disadvantages, highlights that auditing is a 
heavy administrative burden for firms. In some cases, it can be an unnecessary cost as the 
owner of the firm usually is the same person as the management and therefore s/he already 
possesses a maximal insight of the firm. Despite the disadvantages, Thorell and Norberg 
(2005b) argue that there are great advantages of auditing, such that it implies a quality as-
surance for the firm and prevents frauds and illegal acts, moreover, it provides the business 
owner with greater control (Thorell & Norberg, 2005b). 

One of the reasons of the debate is whether the benefits of statutory audit exceeds its 
costs. To calculate the cost of auditing is less complicated than the benefits it provides, as 
details on expenditures is found in the annual reports. Yet, it can be difficult to measure the 
benefits of statutory audit in monetary terms. As a result of the increased auditing process, 
costs have grown for firms. The higher charges that auditing implies can be costly for the 
majority of small firms, which is a heavy reason for considering an abolishment.  The con-
sequences of a potential change in the statutory audit would most likely imply that smaller 
firms would be able to avoid the extensive audit they need to cover today.  

The directive by the Ministry of Justice, states that the investigator has a mission to suggest 
the changes that are needed in the process of abolishing the statutory audit in small limited 
firms as well as to propose the firms that will actually undergo this change. Therefore, the 
authors will followingly assume that the abolishment is certain. However, which firms that 
will be affected, as well as when the abolishment will take place, is not yet determined.   

In this study the authors intend to explore the reasons behind the abolishment of statutory 
audit. This issue of reasons have not been dealt in previous research. Many researchers ad-
dress how statutory audit is a benefit in granting loans or how statutory audit acts as a con-
trol system, which prevents frauds and illegal acts. The majority of studies conducted in the 
field of statutory audit have analyzed the implications of an abolishment of statutory audit 
on specific stakeholders such as, banks, Swedish Tax Agency and accountants or account-
ing firms. However, the actual reasons behind the abolishment have not yet been explored 
and analyzed. This builds our motivation to study this issue and simulatenously provide 
business owners with sufficient information to facilitate their decision of whether or not to 
maintain an audit of their business. 

1.3 Purpose 

The purpose of this research is to explore the reasons behind the abolishment of statutory 
audit in small limited firms in Sweden. Moreover, the purpose is to discuss whether it 
would be beneficial for these firms to still maintain an audit of their business after the abol-
ishment of statutory audit for small limited firms in Sweden. 

The outcome of this research will primarily be a contribution to business owners of small 
limited firms, as they are the most affected group after the abolishment. This study aims to 
provide them with sufficient information and knowledge that can facilitate them in deter-
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mining whether to maintain or exclude an audit of their business, despite the abolishment 
of statutory audit. 

1.4 Perspective and Delimitation 

Auditing is a wide area and can be viewed from several different angles. It is clear from the 
problem discussion and purpose that the authors intend to study and analyse the reasons 
behind an abolishment of statutory audit in small limited firms. Moreover, the authors will 
analyze experts’ views on reasons of an abolishment of statutory audit to obtain a profes-
sional perspective on this issue.  

To carry out this study, the authors have decided to concentrate on two large auditing 
firms, to get light shed upon this issue by two actors from the same perspective. In this re-
search, auditors are viewed as experts who have acquired extensive knowledge and experi-
ence in the area of accounting and auditing. Therefore, the authors regard auditors as pro-
fessionals in this area, despite that they work for different auditing firms. The authors have 
chosen to geographically limit themselves to Jönköping. 

The authors use previous research, conducted by academics within the area of the abolish-
ment of statutory audit. This group is also classified as experts in this area, as a result of 
their accumulated, extensive and in-depth research.      

1.5 Research question 

The authors aim to explore the reasons of a potential abolishment of statutory audit for 
small limited firms. Moreover, if it is of any benefit to these firms if they decide to maintain 
audit of their business despite an abolishment of statutory audit. On the basis of this dis-
cussion, the autors have come to the following research questions: 

• What are the reasons behind the abolishment of statutory audit in small limited 
firms in Sweden? 

• After the abolishment of statutory audit for small limited firms, would it be benefi-
cial for these firms to still maintain an audit of their business?  

1.6 Abbreviations 

ABL: Aktibolagslagen - will followingly be referred to Companies Act (FAR, 2006) 

BFL: Bokföringslagen - will followingly be referred to Accounting Act (FAR, 2006) 

ÅRL: Årsredovisningslagen - will followingly be referred to Annual Reporting Act 
(FAR,2006) 

RS:  Revisionsstandard - will followingly be referred to Auditing Standards  

FAR: Föreningen Auktoriserad Revisorer - professional institute for authorized public 
accountants   

ISA: International Standards on Auditing  

RN: Revisionsnämnden 
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1.7 Definitions 

The authors find it beneficial and useful to introduce definitions of concepts and key words 
used in this research.  

1.7.1 Qualified accountant  

The requirements of a qualified accountant, is a university degree of 120 Swedish credits 
with economic direction in specified areas. An additional requirement is three years of 
practical experience in auditing of annual accounts and reports under the supervision of a 
qualified- or a chartered accountant. Finally, to obtain the title of qualified accountant they 
need to pass an exam, which is arranged by Revisorsnämnden (FAR, 2005).  

1.7.2 Chartered accountant 

The requirements of a chartered accountant is a university degree of 160 Swedish credits 
with economic direction in specified areas. Moreover, apart from the three years of practi-
cal experience required for becoming a qualified accountant, two additional years of practi-
cal work experience in auditing is mandatory. Apart from the work experience, accountants 
need to sit for an exam to become a qualified accountants (FAR, 2005). Authorization of 
accountants is allocated by RN for five years at a time and they are under the supervision 
of RN.  

1.7.3 Swedish definition of small firms 

The defintion of a small limited firm is a negation of a large firm. According to the first 
chapter’s third paragraph of Annual Reporting Act, a firm is classified as large if a mini-
mum of two of the following conditions are fulfilled: 

� The mean number of employees exceeds 50 for the past two financial years 

� The balance sheet total exceeds MSEK 25 for the past two financial years 

� The net turnover exceeds MSEK 50 for the past two years  

According to this definition, small firm are those which are not large. Such firms will fol-
lowingly be referred to 50-25-50 firms. 

1.7.4 Swedish definition of Micro firms 

A micro firm comprises of less than 10 employees and has a turnover of less than MSEK 3 
(Thorell & Norberg, 2005b). This definition is not statutory, yet it appears as an important 
concept in the debate. 

1.7.5 Previous Swedish definition of small firms  

Small firms were previously defined as a firm that comprises of fewer than 10 employees 
on average for the past two years and where the net value of the total assets amounts to a 
maximum of MSEK 24. This definition is from the third chapter’s eighth paragraph of the 
Annual Reporting Act. These firms will continually be referred to 10/24 firms. 
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1.8 Dispostion 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 1: 

Introduction 

Chapter 2: 

Method 

Chapter 3: 

Frame of ref. 

Chapter 4: 

Analysis 

This initial chapter presents the background debate that has led to the 
problem discussion and purpose of this thesis. The discussion is intro-
duced from a broad perspective, leading to the current state of Sweden re-
garding the potential abolishment of statutory audit in small firms. The au-
thors clarify the perspective, delimitations and definitions of the thesis. 
This chapter concludes with a disposition of the thesis.  

Method is a tool to achieve new knowledge. This chapter deals with the 
theoretical and practical mode of procedures when collecting and analyz-
ing data. The reader acquires a thorough insight into the process of data 
collection, interviews, as well as the way the reasoning has been carried 
out. The authors explain the choices that were made to fulfill the purpose 
of the research.  

 

This following chapter provides an insight into accounting and auditing. 
The stakeholder model and the agency theory are presented to provide the 
reader with deeper background knowledge that will facilitate the under-
standing of the relationship between a firm and its stakeholders. The au-
thors also provide examples of statutory audit in other countries and fur-
ther enlighten the advantages and disadvantages of auditing. This chapter 
concludes with previous research within the subject of statutory audit. 

 

Based on the theoretical framework and empirical findings, the authors 
analyze the role of auditing in each stakeholder relationship in this chapter. 
This section integrates the empirical results with analysis on reasons of the 
abolishment as well benefits of maintaining auditing after the abolishment 
of statutory audit. Moreover, this chapter further demonstrates how the 
roles of principal and agent may shift after the abolishment.    

 

Chapter 5: 

Conclusion 

In this chapter, the authors present the conclusions of this research. The 
authors demonstrate the findings on the reasons of the abolishment and 
conclude whether it is beneficial for small limited firms to maintain an au-
dit after the abolishment. It also reflected on whether the purpose of this 
research has been fulfilled. This chapter concludes with suggestions of fur-
ther research within the subject.  
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2 Method 

Method is a tool to achieve new knowledge. This chapter deals with the theoretical and practical mode of 
procedures when collecting and analyzing data. The reader acquires a thorough insight into the process of 
data collection, interviews, as well as the way the reasoning has been carried out. The authors explain the 
choices that were made to fulfill the purpose of the research.  

2.1 Choice of subject 

After many discussions and changes in topics a couple of times, one of the authors sug-
gested studying the abolishment of statutory audit in Sweden. Öhrlings Pricewaterhouse 
Coopers was one of the author’s host company in previous courses. During one of the in-
terviews at this company this subject was brought up by an authorized accountant. After 
some pre-research to explore the issue of abolishment of statutory audit, the authors agreed 
that as this is a current subject with several unknown factors, it is interesting to research 
this field. To differentiate our study from other studies, the authors choose to primarily ex-
plore the underlying reasons of an abolishment of statutory audit. To extend the study, the 
authors also aim to discuss whether it would be beneficial for small limited firms to main-
tain an audit of their business despite the abolishment. This topic was thoroughy discussed 
with tutors to produce a well-comprehensive and interesting paper. 

2.2 Research approach 

There are a number of factors which determine a researchers’ selection of a specific re-
search approach. A research approach facilitates the selection of research design rather 
than to simply describe the method used when conducting the research. Moreover, it is 
important to understand which approach is suitable depending on purpose of the research 
(Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill, 2003). In the following section, the authors explain the dif-
ference between deductive and inductive approach as well as specify which is most appro-
priate for this study.    

2.2.1 Deductive 

Deductive approach involves development of a theory that is subjected to precise test. 
There are a number of important characteristics of this approach. First, there is a forming 
of a hypothesis from the theory, then expressing it in operational term, which suggest a re-
lationship between two specifically chosen variables. Thereafter, testing this hypothesis and 
analyzing outcome. The result leads to the modifications of the theory, depending on the 
conclusions. In a deductive approach quantitative method is commonly used. Deductive 
approach has been cruised because of it tends to construct a strict methodology that does 
not allow alternative explanations of what is going on (Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill, 2003). 

2.2.2 Inductive 

The alternative to deductive approach is inductive approach, where the results of the analy-
sis aids in formulating a theory. Research using this approach would be mainly concerned 
with the context in which specific events were taking place. Therefore the study of a small 
sample of subjects could be more appropriate then large number. Researcher most likely 
chose to work with qualitative data and use a variety of methods to collect data needed 
(Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill, 2003). 
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This research is based on understanding why statutory audit will be abolished in small firms 
rather than describing what is happening during the abolishment, which is why an inductive 
approach is more suitable for this study.     

2.3 Research strategy 

There are a number of research strategies that researchers can employ to fulfill the purpose 
of the study. Such that this research has more than one purpose, that authors have adopted 
more than one strategy.  

2.3.1 Exploratory studies 

Exploratory research strategies are a useful means of finding out what is happening, and to 
seek new insights (Saunders et al, 2003). This research strategy has been engaged to fulfill 
the first purpose of this research, which is to explore the reasons behind an abolishment of 
statutory audit in small limited firms. This strategy was most appropriate as the authors as-
pired to clarify their knowledge of the problem of statutory audit. The authors found it vi-
tal to apply this strategy to explore and understand the reasons behind the abolishment. To 
enable this, first literature was searched to gain some pre-knowledge and explore this field. 
Thereafter, the authors spoke to tutors and experts who could guide them. Further, inter-
views were conducted with leading experts in the field of auditing.  

2.3.2 Explanatory studies 

Explanatory research strategies are adopted when researchers aim to interphase relation-
ships between variables (Saunders et al, 2003). This research strategy has been employed to 
fulfill the second purpose, which is to analyze whether it is beneficial for business owners 
of small firms to maintain an audit despite the abolishment. This particular strategy is ap-
propriate as it enabled the authors to discuss the relationships between the variables, which 
are benefits of maintaining audit and abolishment. By implementing explanatory research 
startegies the authors are able to explain and discuss how it is beneficial for business own-
ers to maintain audits after the abolishment.  

2.4 Choice of method 

There are various reseach methods in the field of social science. Zigmund (2000) describes 
qualitative- and quantitative data collection and data analysis as two approaches. The pur-
pose of qualitative research is to provide empirical evidence through interviews, observa-
tions among others (Sekaran, 2003). As the purpose of this study is to explore the reasons 
of an abolishment, it was most appropriate to conduct exploratory research, such that it 
supplies qualitative data. Usually exploratory studies provide greater and deeper under-
standing of an issue or subject, or crystallize a problem rather than providing precise meas-
urement or quantification (Zigmund, 2000). 

Conversely, the focus of quantitative research is to involve numerical data in order to de-
termine the quantity or degree of a phenomenon to facilitate in fulfilling the purpose of a 
research. As quantitative research methods use numbers to draw conclusions, it is easier to 
generlize the numerical values to other populations (Saunders et al., 2003).  
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Surely, a quantitative research method could have been put into practice, yet as the authors 
seek depth in the comprehension of the reasons behind an abolishment of statutory audit, 
rather than generalizations, a qualitative method is more applicable. This is because, qualita-
tive responses offer a wider overall picture of the reasons behind an abolishment. Thereby, 
the authors determined that a qualitative research method is the most appropriate approach 
to apply.  
 

2.5 Collection of data 

Data can be collected from a number of sources. Data can be distinguished based on 
whether it is collected for a specific purpose or collected by others for a different purpose. 
The most used sources are primary and secondary, which are presented followingly.  

2.5.1 Primary  data 

Primary data methods involve collection of original data. Primary Data is data that is not al-
ready available, rather the researcher collects it at first-hand. Primary data is new and fresh 
data that has been collected for a specific purpose and the original research results are pub-
lished for the first time. This can range from researchers collecting data for themselves us-
ing means such as interviews, questionnaires, focus group interviews, observations, case-
studies (Saunders et al, 2003). In this research primary data that has been collected from in-
terviews with experts in the auditing industry. The main feature of primary data collection 
is that the information that is collected is unique to the researcher and his or her research, 
and is not seen by anyone else until after it has been published (Saunders et al, 2003). 

2.5.2 Interviews 

The purpose of interviewing auditing firms is to obtain their professional opinion regarding 
the reasons behind an abolishment of statutory audit. The authors conclude that the most 
efficient way of collecting rich and updated information is by personal interviews, as the 
abolishment is a current debate.  

Qualitative interviews are similar to everyday conversations. Personal- and telephone inter-
views are both prominent examples of qualitative interviews. Personal interviews usually 
take place in an environment, which is most convenient to the interviewee. Such interviews 
enable researchers to collect more data as interviewees will most likely share more informa-
tion face-to-face than in an interview conducted on the phone. On the contrary, an evident 
disadvantage of personal interviews is the fact that they are more time-consuming than 
telephone interviews (Sekaran, 2003). However, it was clear-cut for the authors to carry out 
personal interviews as they considered the benefits of face-to-face interviews to overweigh 
the convenience of telephone interviews.  

Further, the interviews can be structured in three main ways. Smith (2003) presents three 
interview formats, structured-, semi-structured- and unstructured. Structured interviews 
have a format similar to a questionnaire. Most often, such interviews comprise of pre-
prepared closed questions and all the respondents will be asked the same questions. Struc-
tured interviews eliminate the space for follow-up questions as the interviewer is restricted 
to the specific questions. Thereby, essential and valuable information may be sacrificed, es-
pecially when the respondent is sharing an interesting subject or opinion (Smith, 2003). In 
semi-structured interviews the researcher is allowed to add follow-up questions to examine 
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associated issues that arise in the course of the interview. This approach facilitates the col-
lection of rich data because of the flexibility in the interview (Smith, 2003). Unstructured 
interviews, on the other hand, commence with a set of topics or broad open-ended ques-
tions. This may end up into a two-way conversation. The interview continues until all the 
required topics are covered. As the researcher strives for a discussion in a relaxed manner, 
rather than a formal and structured interview, reveals that great flexibility is utilized. The 
questions can vary between the interviews, however, this approach (Sekaran, 2003).     

There are several ways of structuring the questions in an interview. Saunders et al. (2003) 
describe two main ways of formulating questions. The first is open-ended questions and 
the second is closed questions. The use of open questions allow respondents to freely an-
swer and convey their opinion regarding an issue or subject. The purpose of open-ended 
questions is also to encourage the interviewee to give extensive answers (Saunders et al, 
2003). Since the authors decided to conduct semi-structured interviews for both firms, 
open-ended questions were prepared to gather as much information as possible. The au-
thors strive to understand the underlying reasons behind the abolishment, and therefore 
open-ended questions were found to be more suited. Another reason to why closed ques-
tions were not chosen in our study is that the authors seek deep and extensive responses 
regarding the abolishment. Open-ended questions also allowed the authors to explore 
broad issues in a non-directive, non-threatening manner, as the interviewee had the possi-
bility and freedom to speak and share his opinion.  

The semi-structured interview format further allowed the authors to supplement with fol-
low-up questions in regard to the interviewees’ answers to collect rich data (Saunders et al, 
2003). An interviewee may have a tendency of extending their answers and thereby loose 
focus from the central issue, which may result if questions are open by nature (Grønmo, 
2006). However, the authors were attentive and had in mind to shift the interview back to 
its original focus if such a case arose. In closed questions, however, the respondent is asked 
to select the most suitable answer from a set of alternatives presented by the researcher. 
Such questions assist the respondent to make a quick decision (Sekaran, 2003). In addition, 
Smith (2003) argues, “closed questions also sacrifice the comparative advantage of the in-
terview method by failing to include the flexibility and richness of response offered by 
open-ended questions”. (Smith, 2003, p 128) This signifies that closed questions may imply 
a risk that the richness in the responses is lost, which is offered in open-ended question.  

As the authors needed thorough and well-comprehensive answers the questions were sent 
to the respondents in advance to enable them to prepare their answers. This approach may 
have certain disadvantages, such that the respondent allows time to ponder over the an-
swers, or discuss the answers with someone. This may result in him/her responding in a 
way which may be expected by the authors (Thomas, 2004). However, the authors consider 
the time given to prepare their answers as more positive, as they become more complete. 

Choice of interviewees 

To gain reliable and professional information in this research subject, the authors have in-
terviewed two chartered accountants operating in two leading auditing firms. Since the au-
thors regard accountants as experts, who have acquired extensive knowledge and experi-
ence in the area of accounting and auditing, they are viewed as a group of experts, who 
complement each other. Two interviewees were therefore regarded as sufficient.   

The number of interviews needed in fulfilling the research purpose is a function of how 
heterogeneous or homogeneous environments the authors are in.  If the respondents reply 
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in a similar manner in regard to the relevant concepts and variables, not as many interviews 
are necessary as opposed to if their responses were different (Repstad, 1999). The authors 
studied a rather homogeneous environment, where accountants quite naturally will provide 
similar information regarding the research topic. As the purpose of this paper is to study 
the reasons behind the abolishment, it was quite natural to obtain similar responses from 
the interviewees.  

The choice of interviewees was fairly systematic. The authors seek an in-depth and exten-
sive base of knowledge. Thereby, it was aimed to interview chartered accountants, such 
that the requisities of authorization are greater than qualification, both regarding education 
and experience. Furthermore, the authors aimed to get light shed upon the research topic 
by chartered accountants. This is because, accountants are seen as professionals with exper-
tise knowledge in the area of auditing and accounting.  

The authors conducted interviews with Mikael Björklund, chartered accountant at KPMG 
and Pierre Fogelberg, chartered accountant and partner at Öhrlings Pricewaterhouse Coo-
pers. Both were interviewed in their respective offices in Jönköping. These interviewees 
were selected as they have been operating as chartered accountant since several years. 

The authors contacted four large auditing firms, however, only two were open to partici-
pate and contribute to this research through interviews. After these two interviews, the au-
thors did not feel the need for additional interviews, such that the responses were compara-
tively similar. Hence, the authors consider the outcome of interviews as sufficient in fulfill-
ing the purpose of this research.  

Implementation of interviews 

The interview at KPMG and Örhlings Pricewaterhouse Coopers took place as agreed, at 
their office in Jönköping. Each interview lasted for approximately 40 minutes. A list of 
open-ended questions was used to guide the direction of the interview. To be able to save 
the responses of the interviewee, the authors used a recorder. This also enabled the authors 
to concentrate more on what the respondent actually said and simultaneously observe the 
non-verbal behaviour.   

2.5.3 Secondary data 

Secondary data is data that has already been collected by someone else for a different pur-
pose. The data is collected by others to be re-used by another researcher. Common sources 
of secondary data for social science include survey-based data, organizational records, 
documentary data, and those compiled from multiple sources. In research, secondary data 
is data collected and possibly processed by people other than the researcher in question 
(Saunders et al, 2003). 

Saunders et al. (2003) have divided secondary data in three main subgroups: documentary 
data, survey-based data and those compiled from multiple sources. There are both advan-
tages and disadvantages related to secondary data. Secondary data is easily accessible and 
saves time and efforts since it avoids data collection problems and provides a basis for 
comparison. Fewer resources are required. Secondary data used by the authors in this re-
search is primarily collected from literatue. Guidance for appropriate and relevant literature 
was obtained from previous research in this area. Previous studies by academics served an 
important role in this research by presenting their empirical findings at the same time as 
they provided a more general and deeper view on the subject.     
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There are also disadvantages of using secondary data, such that the purpose of the previ-
ously collected data may differ from the reseacher’s purpose. Secondary data may present 
the interpretation of the authors rather than presenting an objective picture of reality. Dis-
advantages are also related to the credibility of the source that has published the informa-
tion. The data may also be outdated. The presentation of secondary data may depend on 
the purpose of the report and the finding illustrated in the report may emphasize the pur-
pose rather than to provide a full and detailed picture of reality. Similarly, the researcher us-
ing a collection of secondary data has no control over the quality of the data and may not 
know how authentic the measures used for data collection have been. Surely, it is practi-
cally convenient to use seconday data such that it is readily available and accessible, how-
ever it needs to be kept in mind that the data has been collected for a different purpose. 
Therefore data need to be evaluated carefully (Saunders et al., 2003).  When reading secon-
dary sources, the authors always kept in mind if the particular information and data at hand 
is relevant to this research, and whether it serves a purpose such that the data has been col-
lected for a different purpose.  Moreover, to eliminate shortcomings of using secondary 
data, both primary and secondary data was combined. 

2.5.4 Literature 

Literature used in this research primarily comprises of books and trade journals. Moreover, 
a vast number of laws, directives and recommendations have been used. Guidance of ap-
propriate literature have been obtained from previous research conducted in the subject of 
abolishment of statutory audit in small limited firms.  

2.5.5 Previous studies 

The authors have taken into account previous reseach in this research.  One of them is a 
highly extensive report, “Statutory audit in small limited firms,” produced by proffesor Per 
Thorell , also active at Ernst & Young, and Claes Norberg, proffesor at University of Lund. 
This research was conducted under the commission of The Confederation of Swedish En-
terprise 2005, also known as Svensk Näringsliv. Another study the authors have closely 
looked into is a bachelor thesis from Stockholm University, titled, ”Statutory audit, the 
opinion of small business owners”, written by Oskar Lindholm and Oscar Sagefors 2006.  

Lindholm and Sagefors have performed an extensive survey in small limited firms, the so- 
called 10/24 firms, which comprise of a maximum of 10 employees and MSEK 24 in a bal-
ance sheet total, according to the previous defintion of small firms in the Annual Reporting 
Acts. The researchers sent out surveys to 4 970 firms and acheived a response rate of 32 %. 
The authors have utilized the previously mentioned researchs to understand how business 
owners look upon a statutory audit as well the impacts of the abolishment on them.   

As the objectivity of these study can be questioned, the authors regarded it intressting and 
worthwhile to also compare with another study from the same field. The bachelor thesis, 
”Statutory audit, the opinion of small business owners”,  provided us with data from their 
survey, and as their study is conducted on such a large sample of firms, collecting data on 
their opinion regarding statutory audit.  

It should be noted that the report is sponsered by The Confederation of Swedish Enter-
prise, which acts as an instigator of Swedish firms. The association has a purpose of acting 
as a knowledgebase (Svensk Näringsliv, 2006). With this is mind, one can question the ob-
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jectivity of this report. It is worth indicating that the associaton represents approximately 
54 000 firms, of which 92 % are classsified as small firms (Svensk Näringsliv, 2006).  

In addition, research conducted in Denmark and the United Kingdom after the abolish-
ment of statutory audit has been used.  

2.6 Critique of sources 

There is no certainty that a source is entirely correct and thereby reliable. This does not 
only apply secondary data, but also primary data, which has a significant role in this thesis. 
Primary data is easier to control, since the awareness of how it has been conducted is high. 
Secondary data, on the other hand is harder to control; there is no control over the quality 
of the data and the authors may not know how authentic the measures used for data collec-
tion have been. Moreover, it is uncertain if the results and conclusions are angled by the au-
thor in any direction to benefit him/her. When a research is conducted, it is important to 
gain a high conformation between theory concepts and empirical variables. It is essential to 
determine that the printed information is correct and offers a reliable reflection of reality 
(Andersen, 1998).  

Primary data, collected in this research consists of interviews with two qualified account-
ants. The respondents’ knowledge is broad within the subject of auditing and accounting, 
such that they have gained their authorization. Both respondents work in two of the largest 
auditing firms in Sweden. Since they have similar experiences; could lead to similar re-
sponses. Accountants in this research are not perceived as accountant, rather as experts 
with professional knowledge in the area of auditing. The authors regard similarities in the 
interviewees’ responses as a strength to credibility and believe that additional interviews 
would provide similar responses. 

Secondary data was critically reviewed. The sources used in the frame of references, are 
from reliable literature, such as FAR and European directives. The report by Thorell and 
Norberg (2005b) has also been used. Moreover, a variety of other sources have been used 
to achieve a broader picture. The scientific magazine, “Balans”, has played a major role in 
this research, such that it presents articles on thedebates on statutory audit and abolishment 
have been presented. The articles helped the authors to get a wider picture of previous and 
recent debates, as well as opinions of prominent researchers, such as Thorell and Norberg. 
The academic articles in this magazine have been revised before being published, thereby 
the authors regard this magazine as a reliable source. 

2.7 Research credibility 

To obtain as accurate answers from the interviewees as possible the interviews were re-
corded. This also eliminates the possibilities of the authors to add their own opinions when 
summarizing the answers of the interviewees. After the interview responses were compiled 
they were emailed to the respective interviewees for the correction of any misinterpreta-
tions, before the authors initiated any analysis.   

The report, “Statutory Audit in Small Limited Firms” by Thorell and Norberg, which has 
been conducted under the request of Confederation of Swedish Enterprise, which is an in-
stigating actor of small limited firms in Sweden. Through this study the authors take this 
aspect into their consideration. On the other hand, the thesis by Lindholm and Sagerfors, 
”Statutory audit, the opinion of small business owners?”, is seen as a credible source con-
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sidering that the findings come from such a high number of respondents that took part in 
the study. 

2.7.1 Validity 

Validity contains two concepts; validation and relevance (Andersen, 1998). Validation im-
plies the extent to which theoretical and empirical concepts are confirmed. Relevance de-
termines how relevant the selection of empirical concepts are for specific problem formula-
tions. It is important that the questions asked are carefully well-defined, which will in turn 
mean that the respondent answers what the question is intent to inquire. The interviewee 
needs to have the same interpretation of the concepts as the respondent, or otherwise a 
misinterpretation may arise. The authors had this in mind when formulating the interview 
questions. The authors made sure that the questions were well-defined and directive in 
what is intent to ask. 

The authors have attempted to secure the validity of this thesis by using semi structure in-
terviews. The interviewer and interviewee were well informed in the subject of statutory 
audit, which should lead to avoidance of misinterpretations of theoretical terms. This  
thereby secures higher validity. When the interviewee tended to loose focus from the cen-
tral issue by extending their answer, the authors shifted the interview back its original focus 
through follow-up questions. This also raises the relevance and in turn strengthens the va-
lidity of the research.  

2.7.2 Reliability 

Reliability implies the degree of confidence one can have in a research. It emphasizes the 
extent to which it is possible to trust the research. High reliability implies that the conclu-
sion of a research would be the same regardless of who carries out the study (Andersen, 
1998).  

Reliability can be secured by standardising the procedures of a research. For example, the 
one who reads the questions or where the interview is taking place and how the results are 
processed, all this should be the same for all interviewees. On the other hand, interviews 
should not be too standardised, since it would not allow the researcher to add follow-up 
questions. However, it is essential to have low standardisation in qualitative research, such 
that rich data is aimed to collect. 

Since the thesis is carried out as a qualitative research, it is hard to determine the degree of 
reliability. There is a risk that the auditors that the authors chose to interview have a com-
pletely distinct opinions from other auditors. This could mean that if the authors inter-
viewed other participants, the result obtained could have been completely different. Since 
the respondents have similar expertise, the answers were similar. However, one can state 
that reliability of this research is high since the results received during the interview are in 
line with the debates from chosen articles in the frame of reference.  
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3 Frame of reference 

This following chapter provides an insight into accounting and auditing. The stakeholder model and the 
agency theory are presented to provide the reader with deeper background knowledge that will facilitate the 
understanding of the relationship between a firm and its stakeholders. The authors also provide examples of 
statutory audit in other countries and further enlighten the advantages and disadvantages of auditing. This 
chapter concludes with previous research within the subject of statutory audit. 

Sweden has had a public statutory audit for all limited firms since 1983 according to Com-
panies Act’s tenth chapter’s, first paragraph. The public statutory audit implies that all lim-
ited firms’ annual reports are reviewed by a qualified accountant, regardless of the size of 
the firm. A small limited firm undergoes an equally stringent audit check as a large listed 
firm (FAR, 2006). 
 
The audit shall conclude with an audit report, which presents the results of the perusal. 
Statutory audit requires that each limited firm has an accountant and their work is therefore 
constitutional. The accountant assesses how well the annual reports present a true and fair 
view of the firm and that it does not contain significant errors. S/he comments on the an-
nual reports as well as the Chief Executive Officer’s (CEO) and management’s administra-
tion. An auditor’s output is vital to obtain an independent review of the firm (FAR, 2006).   

3.1 Accounting and Audit 

All firms are obliged to keep accounting records. They need to end the year with annual re-
port or annual accounts and are required to get an audit check of the firm. The authors are 
going to present the current rules and regulations concerning accounting and auditing to 
understand the factors underlying auditing.  

3.1.1 Requirements to maintain accounting records  

Accounting Act’s second chapter states that all persons, legal and natural, performing busi-
ness operations are required to maintain accounting records. The fourth chapter defines 
and explains what maintaining accounting records implies. The first paragraph states that 
all business transactions must be recorded consistently and continously to conveniently en-
able an overview of the course, balance and earnings of the business. Moreover, the second 
paragraph states that all transactions in a business need to be confirmed with documenta-
tion about details such as date, type of transaction, amount, and opposite party. The verify-
ing documentation should also be organized carefully and set aside, according to the third 
paragraph (Westermark, 2005). 

According to the sixth chapter’s first paragraph of the Accounting Act, all firms need to 
end the year with an annual report and closure of annual account. The annual report com-
prises of an income statement and a balance sheet, as regulated in the second chapter’s first 
paragraph of the Annual Reporting Act (Westermark, 2005). The income statement pre-
sents a summary of the firm’s revenues and cost during the financial year while the balance 
sheet shows a firm’s assets, liabilities, and equity on the balance sheet date. The structure of 
the annual report should be the same as the annual account, however, annual report should 
consist of additional information such as the balance sheet, income statement, notes, and 
administration reports (Nial & Johansson, 1998). The annual report should be submitted to 
the auditors at a minimum of six weeks prior to the general meeting. At the general meet-
ing the board of directors and managing team make decisions about the allocation of the 
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earning and discharges from liabilities. Finally, after the general meeting the annual report is 
send to Swedish Companies Registration Office, and becomes available publically (Nial & 
Johansson, 1998).  

3.1.2 Auditing 

In firms where the owners are not involved in the management of the firm, they cannot 
themselves ensure that the firm is run appropriately. A firm’s stakeholders can also have in-
terest in the firm’s performance, which are unable to obtain a comprehensive view directly 
of the firm (Hemström, 2005). In response to this, the legislator has made a decision that 
limited firms are obliged to be under constant control of auditors. Auditors are assigned at 
a firm’s general meeting (Hemström, 2000). The role of the auditor is more than to control 
the firm. Advising on how the firm can advance its decisions and activities is a vital part of 
the auditor’s role. The auditor’s role as an advisor is based on his/her experience and skills. 
Being independent towards the stakeholders is another significant function of auditors 
(FAR, 2006). 

Auditing consists of a review of a firm’s annual reports, bookkeeping as well an examina-
tion of the board of directors and the CEO’s administration of the limited firm, which is 
the main role of an auditor (FAR, 2006). According to the tenth chapter’s third paragraph 
of the Companies Act, the auditor’s task is to execute the financial- and management audit. 
The financial audit comprises of a review of the accounting- and annual reports and the 
management audit deals with how the board of directors and the CEO manages the firm. 
These reviews should be carried out according to the generally accepted auditing standards. 
Guidance can be found in the accounting recommendations published by FAR (2006). An 
auditor does not need to review all the events in a firm according to the generally accepted 
auditing standards. Rather, it is based on risk and materiality. In an audit review, only issues 
which are of essence from a risk point of view should receive greatest attention. Thereby, 
the audit can become different depending on the type of firm under review (Nial & Jo-
hansson, 1998).  

Auditing is divided into audit of accounts- and administration, which is also known as sub-
stantive testing. Auditing of accounts involves an auditor’s judgement of routines and ac-
counts of a limited firm, from a control- and efficiency perspective. This implies that the 
auditor assesses the extent to which the annual report provides a true and fair view of the 
limited firms and that it does not contain any essential inaccuracies. On the other hand, the 
purpose of the audit of administration is to explain whether the CEO or a board director’s 
performance, can make them liable for any damages to the firm. This implies that the audi-
tor executes a review of the limited firm’s fulfilment in their bookkeeping duty as well as 
identifies and prevents other law-contraventions (FAR, 2006).  

Auditing commences with a selection of areas to observe and assess. The extent and depth 
to which these areas are going to be reviewed needs to be determined (FAR, 2006). Princi-
pally, the area with the greatest risk for errors and inaccuracies should be reviewed most in-
tensively. As each firm is unique, the audit needs to be adapted to be applicable to each 
firm’s special features (FAR, 2006). The chosen way to audit a firm should reflect the most 
cost efficient process of accomplishing the aim of the audit.  

Auditing is always concluded with an audit report, which is established by the auditor him-
self. This report answers two questions. The first one conveys whether the annual report, 
the accounts and the management has been audited in line with generally accepted auditing 
standards. The second question answers whether the annual report is prepared according 
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to the Companies Act. When the auditor includes an unfavourable opinion, it should be 
justified with an underlying reason. The adverse opinion can for instance be a result of 
negligence by the CEO or board of directors, breach of Companies Act, deficiency in in-
ternal control, among many other (FAR, 2006). 

Auditing can be seen as a tool to protect the owners, moreover to protect other stake-
holders. Stakeholders should be able to trust that the firms’ financial position and accounts 
officially presented on paper are in line with that in reality. This is not merely important for 
the stakeholders but also for the audited firm, as it obtains more credibility.  

This in turn creates improved conditions and possibilities in regards to creditors and sup-
pliers. Auditing highlights and reveals that the limited firm follows the rules of the game, 
which in turn diminishes the risk for errors and deficiencies (FAR, 2006). 

3.2 Limited firms 

There are different types of legal forms of business entities. In Sweden, private limited 
companies have become the most popular form of business entities (Moberg, 2003). A lim-
ited firm needs to have a share capital of at least SEK 100 000. The shares in this type of 
business entity cannot be offered to the public (Malmström & Agell, 2001). One of the 
most significant features of limited firms is that the owners or shareholders have limited re-
sponsibility over the firm’s liabilities. Limited liability refers to that they are only responsi-
ble for their equities invested in the firm. Debts and liabilities can only be paid by the firm’s 
assets (Moberg, 2003). 

The purpose of a limited firm is to accumulate owners’ equity. To achieve this goal the 
firms needs a certain degree of independence from shareholders. Shareholders can influ-
ence the firm by getting their voice heard at the shareholder’s meeting. The firms commit-
tee needs to pay attention to the firms and other stakeholders’ interest continuously (Mo-
berg, 2003). 

Limited firms are the most common form of association in Sweden (Moberg, 2003). In 
May 2004, there were slightly more than 242 000 registered firms but it is still difficult to 
know how many of these are active (Thorell & Norberg, 2005a). This information is of 
great importance in order to understand the extent of an abolishment of statutory audit. A 
reason for limited firms being the most common business entity is because of the owners’ 
limited responsibility. This means that the shareholders do not possess a personal liability 
for the firm’s debts, which is a reason to why there is an increased need of an independent 
review of audit (Moberg, 2003). 

3.3 A firm’s stakeholders 

The dominating purpose of implementing statuary audit was to provide owners with 
greater insight and control over the management’s administration. The role of auditing is 
not merely to satisfy owners’ potential needs of information, but also to supply other 
stakeholders with reliable information. A firm has a number of stakeholders, which it in 
some regard has an exchange relationship with. Some are for instance customers, suppliers, 
banks, owners and Government, as shown in figure 1 (FAR, 2006).  
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3.3.1 Stakeholder model theory 

 

Figure 1: Stakeholder model (FAR, 2006)  

 
A firm is dependent on stakeholders’ interest in participating in its operations that are in re-
turn more or less dependent on the firm to satisfy their needs. The firm and its stake-
holders are hence in an interdependent relationship (Bruzelius & Skärvad, 2004). Each 
stakeholder receives rewards from the firms in exchange for their contributions to the 
firms. The stakeholder may not be open to proceed with this exchange relationship unless 
the reward from the firm exceeds the contribution to the firm. As the stakeholders demand 
their benefit to exceed their costs, implies that they are rational and benefit-maximising ac-
tors (Bruzelius & Skärvad, 2000). 
 
To maintain an exchange relationship between stakeholders and firms, the individual stake-
holders require information essential to them. By providing them with the desired informa-
tion, the firm meets the demands of the stakeholders (Ljungdahl, 1999). The demands of 
the various stakeholders on the firms often differ, which many times may result in miscel-
laneous conflicts. Simultaneously, the risk that a stakeholder shifts to another firm increases 
if the stakeholder is dissatisfied with the reward provided by the firm for its contribution. 
To solve this in the short-term, the firm usually attempts to get the stakeholder to lower 
their demands. In the long-run however, the firm tries to raise its solvency to thereby in-
crease the stakeholders’ rewards (Bruzelius & Skärvad, 2000). 
 
Stakeholders are a vital part of a firm. To be able to understand and analyze whether it is 
beneficial for small business owners to get an audit of their business despite an abolish-
ment, it is important to consider the stakeholders’ need and use of audited reports. This is 
because; firms have an exchange relationship with stakeholders. The stakeholder model will 
assist the authors’ understanding of the stakeholders’ need of auditing. Further on in the 
analysis, the authors will take into account the role auditing plays in the respective stake-
holder relationships and further on analyze and discuss whether it is beneficial for small 
limited firms to maintain an audit despite the abolishment. 
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Owners & Management  

The stakeholders’ requirements on the firm differ in many regards and are not always com-
patible. Owners contribute by investing capital in the firm and thereby face a risk to loose 
it. Hence, they set a condition that the capital is carefully managed. The owners also aspire 
that the firm yields profit and provides reasonable return on the invested capital (Bruzelius 
& Skärvad, 2004). The management is the party that actually runs the firm. Auditing is a 
way for owners to control that the management strives for the common organizational goal 
of maximizing profits (Nial & Johansson, 1998). In small firms, however, the owner and 
the management is often the same person (Thorell & Norberg, 2005b). Having an audit of 
the business would mean that the owner is getting himself assessed through the audit.  

Government  

The Government demands firms and others to pay tax on their profits and incomes. The 
Swedish Government has allocated the Swedish Tax Agency to ensure that taxes and other 
fees are paid by firms, among others. A firm’s audited annual reports are a basis for tax as-
sessment. In return for this, the Government contributes by a range of social services, such 
as investing in infrastructure, education and social welfare (Bruzelius & Skärvad, 2004). In 
private limited firms, there is a strong interconnection of taxation between the components 
of the annual statements and the commercial earning tax (Smith, 2006). An audit consti-
tutes of an essential tool for controlling as it has a preventive effect on frauds and illegal 
acts. The Government has perceived that frauds and illegal acts are most frequent in firms 
with least audit reviews (Strömberg, 2005). 

Creditors  

Creditors together with the owners contribute with capital to the firm, which is critical to 
run the operations. As a compensation for this, they want to collect interest on the invested 
capital and amortisation which is to be paid within the prescribed time period. As creditors 
invest their capital into a firm, they expect to know how their investments are used. In turn, 
creditors require a presentation of the firms’ transactions to be reassured that their capital 
is well used. Creditors have expectations on the stability and solvency, which they evaluate 
from the audited annual report (Bruzelius & Skärvad, 2004). 

Customers 

Customers are a basic condition for a firm to exist. They contribute by buying and paying 
for products and services that the firm offers. In return, the customers expect good prod-
ucts and services, good prices and security in supplies. It is not unusual that customers use 
annual reports to assure that the supplier has the economy required to be able to supply be-
fore they purchase from them. They would also want to ensure that the supplier will prevail 
ahead in time. In such cases, the audited financial reports are essential to build customers’ 
confidence.  

Suppliers 

Suppliers contribute to the firm by providing with products and services. Suppliers want to 
be assured that payments from customers are received on time, and likewise creditors, they 
set conditions on stability and solvency, which they evaluate from the audited annual re-
ports (Bruzelius & Skärvad, 2004).  

With this in background, an abolishment of statutory audit would suggest that a number of 
firms’ stakeholders would be influenced. The information in the annual- and audit report is 
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today a significant factor for stakeholders in determining whether to get involved and par-
ticipate in the firm’s operations.  

3.4 Statutory audit in other European Union Countries  

The authors consider the importance of presenting regulations set by the European Union, 
such that they have an influence on Sweden. Following, directives from the Council of 
Ministers are highlighted as well as experiences of other European Union countries regard-
ing the abolishment of statutory audit.  

3.4.1 The Council of Ministers  

The authors shed light on the Council of Minister’s Fourth directive to understand how it 
influences the Swedish laws. There is an ambition to harmonise laws and regulations within 
the European Union countries, which also concerns audit and accounting. This means that 
there are a number of ordinances and directives regarding audit and accounting, which are 
related to limited firms. Swedish limited firms must follow the fourth directive of the 
Council of Ministers, which states that each member European Union member country 
may decide whether to maintain or abolish statutory audit in small firms. Moreover, the 
51st article of this directive states that a firm’s annual financial statement should be revised 
according to the eighth directive and that the director’s reports should be reviewed. Ac-
cording to the same directive (51.2) an exception can be made for small firms (Europapar-
lamentets och Rådets direktiv, 2003). 

3.4.2 United Kingdom  

United Kingdom abolished public statutory audit for small firm in 1993 (Thorell & Nor-
berg, 2005b). The primary reason for the abolishment was that the costs of statutory audit 
exceeded the benefits and, moreover that auditing decreased the small firms’ ability to 
compete with the rest of the world. In the United Kingdom, there are approximately 900 
000 limited firms that fall under the threshold value, who may choose whether or not to get 
an audit of their business and 65 percent of them have chosen not to (Thorell & Norberg, 
2005b). 
 
Results from a research conducted after the abolishment showed that firms that still audit 
their reports are characterized with the following: 
 

• The management team usually leaves a copy of their annual report to banks or 
other financial backer 

• The firm has a relatively high turnover 
• The management team considers that auditing improves the quality of the financial 

information and thereby has a positive influence on firms’ creditworthiness. The 
executive group further stated that auditing provides the control over the firm’s fi-
nancial management and its accounting 

• The firms were not fully family-owned and thereby had stockholders who do not 
have access to management accounting (Pontoppidan, 2007). 

 
Potential effects of an abolishment, such as frauds and illegal acts have not yet been justi-
fied and confirmed in United Kingdom (Thorell & Norberg, 2005b). 
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3.4.3 Denmark 

In Denmark, statutory audit was abolished in March 2006 (Pontoppidan, 2007). It is too 
early to observe whether any effects of the abolishment have contributed to significant 
cost-savings within small firms. A research was conducted in which 120 small firms partici-
pated, which demonstrated that only 11 percent could ascertain that the abolishment has 
been cost-savings in connection to law changes. Moreover, 50 percent stated that it is too 
early to state if there will be any cost savings. Another research from Denmark highlights 
that 70 percent of the concerning firms would continue to audit their reports despite the 
abolishment. Results from an additional research showed that only two percent of the small 
firms will exclude audit. Pontoppidan (2007) states that it is hard to interpret Denmark 
since the effects can be seen more clearly after a couple of years. According to Brännström 
(2006) the Danish Tax Agency has increased their control, whereby firms are required to 
inform in their declaration report if their annual reports are not audited.  

 

3.5 Advantages of auditing 

Brännström (2005) emphasises the benefits of auditing. He highlights that an auditor with 
its presence reduces the possibility for crime, conscious and unconscious errors. Auditors 
contribute to the fact that competition among firms take place on fair grounds and condi-
tions, which in turn leads to an advantage to the serious firms. Brännström (2005) further 
states that Sweden should avoid to duplicate other countries within EU, but instead do 
what is best for the country overall. He argues that there is competitive advantage in being 
unique. Brännström (2005) considers that the reduced risk auditing results in is vital for in-
vestors and it facilitates firms to obtain capital. 
 
Andersson (2005) states that there are two reasons to why statutory audit makes it fairer for 
firms. Firstly, the taxation expenses become fair for firms and the second is that frauds and 
illegal acts are prevented through auditing. Andersson (2005) mentions suppliers, creditors 
and customers as important stakeholders. Auditing is vital to ensure solvency, ability to de-
liver and confirm a firm’s financial status. Stakeholders should feel secure with the firm and 
by being informed of potential financial crises in time (Andersson, 2005). 
 
Axenborg’s (2005) comments on the advantages of auditing are in favour of the two men-
tioned above. She points out that auditing supplies the business world with a structure that 
makes the firm abide to laws, gives a better competitive advantage and increase accounting 
standards. Hence, she emphasizes that the small limited firms should have a possibility of a 
simplified audit aimed at essentials and more generous regulations (Axenborg, 2005).  
 
Brännström (2006) who has an opinion of maintaining statutory audit implies that the 
Government, instead of totally abolishing statutory audit, should follow FARs suggestion 
of introducing a new type of enterprise without statutory audit for small firms. He points 
out that this proposal is more logical and sustains credibility for small firms if an abolish-
ment would take place (Brännström, 2006). 
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3.6 Disadvantages of auditing 

According to Thorell and Norberg (2005b) the costs of auditing exceeds the benefits of it. 
The benefits are hard to appreciate while the costs are fairly straightforward. Further, they 
reveal that auditing principally arose due to owners’ aspiration of an independent review of 
their firm. In small limited firms, the owner is usually the one who runs the firm. In this 
case, auditing is mostly useful for stakeholders such as, banks, suppliers, tax authority, de-
spite that the cost of auditing is only on the firm (Thorell & Norberg 2005b). 

Moreover, Thorell and Norberg (2005b) disagree with the notion that small limited firms 
are facilitated in acquiring loans from banks as a result of auditing. This is since they imply 
that banks can receive the necessary information from other sources. 

Thorell and Norberg (2005b) also highlight that the argument of preventing frauds and il-
legal acts by an audit, which is in favour of maintaining statutory audit, is incorrect. This is 
because, if a manager wants to cheat financially, it would surely work by finding an ac-
countant who might accept this. The fact that such effects have not yet been recognised in 
the United Kingdom is an additional argument the authors take use of in favour of the 
abolishment of statutory audit (Thorell & Norberg 2005b). 

According to Precht (2007), Urban Bäckström, CEO of The Confederation of Swedish En-
terprise, signifies that statutory audit communicates a competitive disadvantage for Swedish 
limited firms. He also states that the choice of statutory audit ought to be determined by 
firms’ management rather than by the legislator.  

Sven-Otto Littorin, the Minister of labour, asserts that an abolished statutory audit for 
small limited firms is crucial as it reduces uncertainties for entrepreneurs. He implies that 
firms still are obligated to meet the requirements, which Swedish Tax Agency sets (Precht, 
2006). 

3.7  Agency theory  

During the 1970s there was great attention in understanding the political nature of account-
ing. This contributed to the development of the agent-principal theory, which has a pur-
pose of describing reality, rather than influencing it.  
 
Firms often make decisions which may not always be of benefit to a firm’s stakeholders. 
Agency theory focuses on the way a firm’s management deals with its stakeholder relation-
ships. Moreover, it treats the difficulties that may arise under conditions of incomplete in-
formation when a principal hires an agent (Bruzelius & Skärvad, 2004). The principle, the 
one who assigns the task, is for instance a business owner while an agent is the audit liable 
management (Artsberg, 2003). As a principle wants compensation from the agent in the 
form of profitable returns on shares, the agents seek to be rewarded by the principal with 
for instance increased salary or bonus. It is assumed that actors are rational and benefit-
maximizing, which is a common assumption in economic theory (Bruzelius & Skärvad, 
2004). 
 
Agency theory is used in solving two problems that are likely to occur in agency relation-
ships. The first problem is that the desires or goals of the principal and agent may differ, 
which can end up in a conflict. For instance, the agent can seek to maximize its benefits at 
the cost of the principal. The second problem is that it is difficult for the principal to con-
firm that the agent has behaved appropriately (Bruzelius & Skärvad, 2004). 
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In this research, agency theory facilitates the authors’ discussion on the function of auditing 
as a control mechanism in each principal-agent relationship. The role of an agent is to sup-
ply the principal with reliable information, where the focus is on a firm’s audited annual re-
ports. By applying agency theory the authors will analyze how the role of the principal and 
agent shifts after the abolishment of statutory audit. Taking this into consideration, the au-
thors will analyze which stakeholder is the principal that require an audit and whether it is 
beneficial for business owners to maintain an audit of their business after the abolishment.    
 
There are a number of control mechanisms principals can apply to ensure the agent’s be-
haviour. For the business owner to be able to control the management and be assured that 
they maintain a credible image externally, s/he can get an audit of the business by an inde-
pendent auditor. Auditing is a control strategy, which implies an investment in information 
systems. For stakeholders, auditing is a control mechanism whereby they gain knowledge 
about a firm’s routines and operations (Hatch, 1997). For instance, auditing is a source for 
banks to ensure that a firm’s financial information is trustworthy. As a result of auditing a 
principal rewards the agent for the commission. An owner provides the principal with reli-
able and trustworthy information and as a reward, stakeholders such as banks or suppliers, 
provide the firm with bank loans or supplies on credit (Hatch, 1997). This will continue as 
long as the economic benefit of the reward is estimated to exceed the cost of auditing 
(Hatch, 1997). However, since Sweden has a law regulated statutory audit, firms are obliged 
to get an audit of their business. 
 

3.8 Previous research 

To obtain a broader perspective in this subject the authors have taken into consideration 
previous studies, which have dealt with similar areas of research. Summaries of two rele-
vant studies are presented following, which offer an understanding of the root cause of the 
debate regarding the abolishment and moreover, provide small limited firm’s opinions on 
how beneficial auditing is for them. 

3.8.1 Thorell and Norberg: “Statutory Audit in Small Limited Firms.” 

Professor Per Thorell, from Ernst & Young and Professor Claes Norberg, from University 
of Lund, have prepared a report under the commission of Confederation of Swedish En-
terprise. The aim of this task was to communicate the advantages and disadvantages that a 
potential abolishment of statutory audit brings about. The motive behind investigating this 
is that Sweden is one of the few countries in the EU that has maintained statutory audit for 
all limited firms (Thorell & Norberg, 2005b). 

The central question in this report is whether the benefit of statutory audit exceeds the 
costs, which is of great interest to the authors. According to Thorell and Norberg (2005b), 
there are approximately 250 000 limited firms in Sweden. A large part of these are idle 
firms, or firms without employees. Approximately 20-25 % of the firms fall into this cate-
gory, which corresponds to about 60 000 limited firms. The active micro firms are appreci-
ated to an amount of 140 000-150 000, the total sum of all micro firms including the pas-
sive firms becomes 80-85 % of all limited firms. The majority of all Swedish limited firms 
fit in the definition of micro firms. The percentage of firms categorized as large firms is 2.7 
%; the remaining 97.3 % are classified as small firms (Thorell & Norberg, 2005b).  
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Thorell and Norberg (2005b) state that there are others who also benefit from a firm’s au-
dit; however, the firm is the only one to cover the costs. This is why the question becomes 
even harder to answer. The researchers state that the purpose of auditing is to enable own-
ers to evaluate the performance of the firm’s management. In small- and medium sized 
firms the management and the owner is usually the same person. This is why an audit of 
annual accounts and reports can seem superfluous and unnecessary (Thorell & Norberg, 
2005b). 

Considering the new regulations as well as the introduction of the new auditing standards, 
an increase in price on auditing is expected. The increase will influence both small- and 
large firms. According to the authors of the report, the main cause of the price increase is 
the introduction of the new auditing standards. This triggers the question to why profes-
sionals in the audit industry have not adapted to the possibilities of simplifying auditing in 
small- and middle sized firms, which the legislator has allowed for. In 1995, the Committee 
of Swedish private limited firms, also known as Aktiebolagskommittén, offered a possibility 
to simplify the audit of small- and middle sized firms, referring to the proposition of 1975’s 
Companies Act. Thorell and Norberg (2005b) consider that the auditing regulations pre-
vailing today are not adapted for small- and middle sized firms. If the statutory audit is 
maintained now, some kind of change in regulation for small firms is required (Thorell & 
Norberg, 2005b). 

The researchers state that the predominant argument to maintain statutory audit is to com-
bat frauds and illegal acts, yet also as it has great benefits to the owners. According to 
Thorell and Norberg (2005b) it is of great difficulty to justify and provide evidence that au-
diting is an aid in preventing frauds and illegal. If owners are highly benefited by auditing, a 
statutory audit should not be required for them to implement it on their own initiative 
(Thorell & Norberg, 2005b).  

Thorell and Norberg (2005b) have identified advantages and disadvantages of auditing. 
They emphasize that auditing adds credibility to the accounts, verifies that the firm has or-
ganized its accounts well, the auditor provides its clients with knowledge and experiences, 
as well as discourages the firm to commit illegal acts. The authors of the report are negative 
toward the prevailing statutory audit and consider that it is time for Sweden to abolish the 
statutory audit gradually in stages. They consider that it is relevant to start with the micro 
firms. This previous study has enabled the authors to understand the root cause of the de-
bate regarding the abolishment of statutory audit in small limited firms. The authors deem 
it useful to present this research to provide a thorough understanding of the on-going de-
bate of statutory audit. 

This previous study has enabled the authors to understand the root cause of the debate re-
garding the abolishment of statutory audit in small limited firms. The authors deem it use-
ful to present this research to provide a thorough understanding of the on-going debate of 
statutory audit. 
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3.8.2 Lindholm and Sagefors: ”Statutory audit, the opinion of small 
business owners?” 

Research by Lindholm and Sagefors (2006) aims to seek the opinion of 10/24-firms, con-
cerning the abolishment of statutory audit. To enable this investigation the researchers per-
formed a survey in which they turned to 4 970 firms. They had a response rate of 32 %, 
which is 1 591 responses (Lindholm & Sagefors, 2006). 

The firms that participated in the survey consisted primarily of one or two owners. Half of 
the firms had a turnover of less than MSEK 3. At firms with one owner, 54 % were either 
positive or highly positive to a statutory audit. The greater number of owners a firm had, 
the more positive they were towards statutory audit. Moreover, in firms with more than 
seven owners, approximately 74 % were positive to statutory audit. The respondents re-
garded that the Swedish Tax Agency and the business owners were the ones who had the 
greatest benefit of the audit (Lindholm & Sagefors, 2006). 

The results from Lindholm and Sagefors’ study (2006) are presented as follows;  

� 45 % reply that they manage the main part of the interim bookkeeping and the clo-
sure of annual accounts, while 40 % consult an external accounting firm. Only 15 
% receive assistance from their auditing firm.  

� 40 % of the respondents consult their accountant regarding commissions other 
than auditing. 

� 27 % find the most significant benefits of auditing to be control of accounting and 
economy system, while 27 % appreciate that laws and regulations are followed. 24 
% reckon that auditing raises the credibility of the financial reports. Only 8 % of 
the respondents deem that the greatest benefit of auditing is that it provides oppor-
tunities for consultation.    

� 64 % regard the cost as the heaviest drawback of auditing, whereas 13 % experi-
ence it to be the time consumption. 

� 10 % are extremely positive and 47 % are positive to a statutory audit. 23 % regard 
auditing as negative or extremely negative. 

� 38 % consider that the greatest implication of an abolishment of statutory audit 
would be greater errors in the annual accounts. 22 % believe that the frauds and il-
legal acts will increase. 

� 57 % are positive to the maintenance of statutory audit, while 29 % want it to be 
abolished. 

� As many as 79 % state that they most likely will continue to consult their account-
ant to get an audit of their business despite the abolishment (Lindholm & Sagefors, 
2006).  

 
This study is of great significance to the authors as it provides small limited firm’s opinions 
on how beneficial auditing is for them. Moreover, the research offers statistics on the pro-
portion of firms that are positive towards audits of their business after the abolishment. 
Furthermore, the survey also reveals the firms’ opinions in regard to the drawbacks of au-
diting.  
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4 Analysis in relation to each stakeholder 

Based on the theoretical framework and empirical findings, the authors analyze the role of auditing in each stake-
holder relationship in this chapter. This section integrates the empirical results with analysis on reasons of the abol-
ishment as well benefits of maintaining auditing after the abolishment of statutory audit. Moreover, this chapter fur-
ther demonstrates how the roles of principal and agent may shift after the abolishment.    

4.1 Owners & Management  

Auditing is a tool for owners to control the management. The owners pass a commission 
to the management to run the business and in exchange the management receives salaries 
and bonuses to assure that they strive for the same organizational goals. This signifies that 
the owner, being the principal, passes an assignment or task to the management, which op-
erates as the agent by fulfilling the commission. A problem in small firms, which is clearest 
visible in firms with one owner, is that the owner, the management and the board of direc-
tors is commonly the same person. As the owner is the main person running the business 
in small firms, s/he has access to all information, such as operations and transactions, and 
thereby does not need to check that the management is running the business in line with 
the organizational goals (Thorell & Norberg, 2005b). Getting an audit of the business 
would imply that the owner gets him-/herself assessed. From a principal-agent theory per-
spective, the owners do not have the need of auditing, as being the manager; s/he is already 
updated of the firm’s transactions and operations and does not need to get him-/herself as-
sessed. 
 
According to empirical findings, auditing implies an assurance of quality. This assurance 
reveals that the firm has a good internal control, they manage their papers and documents 
well, manage the bookkeeping on time, establish an annual report correctly, the numbers 
are accurate, the legislation, taxes and fares are administered (P. Fogelberg, personal com-
munication, 2007-11-14). An owner of a firm that maintains auditing despite the abolish-
ment probably aspires to achieve an assurance of quality that auditing offers. It is also likely 
that the owner aims to get hold of knowledge the auditor possesses, which can contribute 
to greater efficiency in the firms’ operations and in turn save money (M. Björklund, per-
sonal communication, 2007-11-13). Auditing can in this regard be considered as an optimal 
and cost-efficient surveillance, which owners can benefit from. Moreover, findings from 
Lindholm and Sagefors’ (2006) research on 10/24 firms, highlight that 24 % of the firms 
reckon that auditing raises the credibility of the financial reports. This supports that audit-
ing is an essential tool to enhance trustworthiness in a firm’s annual reports; such that is re-
veals an assurance of quality.  
 
However, it is of great significance to understand why auditing exists and why it is needed. 
Well, the answer is that owners of limited firms run a business without personal liability. 
Private limited firm is a corporate form of business that is run without personal liability; no 
risks are taken (Moberg, 2003). Therefore, there is a need to revise the firm to ensure that 
the people running the firm without personal liability are managing it appropriately. This is 
the reason of the existence of auditing. This means that if a business owner wants to run a 
firm without personal liability, s/he can purchase a small service to get their entire business 
revised. The one benefited the most by the audit is actually the owner who runs a business 
without personal liability (P. Fogelberg, personal communication, 2007-11-14). Conse-
quently, auditing contributes to an enhanced business image externally. This highlights that 
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it is beneficial for owners of small limited firms to maintain an audit of their business, such 
that it ensures that the owner, being the only manager, runs the business appropriately.  

For the business owner auditing is burdensome as s/he is the only one paying for the audit, 
and yet does not have a direct use of it. In this case, the owner’s cost of auditing is likely to 
exceed the benefits of it, which is also one of the reasons of the abolishment of statutory 
audit in the United Kingdom (Thorell & Norberg, 2005b). The cost of auditing is a bur-
densome factor to consider, which is also illustrated in the findings from the study con-
ducted by Lindholm and Sagefors (2006). It is revealed that 64 % of more than 1 500 small 
limited firms regard the cost as the heaviest drawback of auditing, whereas 13 % experience 
it to be the time consumption. This clearly demonstrates that the cost of auditing is an es-
sential reason behind the abolishment. However, it is vital to acknowledge other significant 
factors before determining whether to maintain or exclude an audit of the business, such as 
the benefits it may bring about in the long run.   

When auditors audit firms, the annual reports are assessed to ensure that they do not con-
tain any essential inaccuracies. Auditing firms receive a small firm’s annual reports, closure 
of annual accounts and other documents, which are prepared by accounting. During the 
audit, the auditor may find mistakes made by the accounting firm, which they identify and 
correct to the client’s benefit. If the small limited firm chooses to exclude an audit of their 
business after the abolishment and only gets its annual reports prepared by accounting 
firms, they will loose the possibility of revising their reports to ensure its accuracy (Björk-
lund. M, personal communication, 2007-11-13). Brännström (2005) also highlights that an 
auditor with its presence reduces the possibility for crime, conscious and unconscious er-
rors. This is such that the auditor revises the financial information to ensure that it is reli-
able and provides a true and fair view of the firm. Findings from Lindholm and Sagefors 
(2006) also support this notion. As many as 38 % of the respondents consider that the 
greatest implication of an abolishment of statutory audit would be greater errors in annual 
accounts. Through the surveillance auditing comprises of, mistakes and errors in financial 
reports are rectified.  

4.2 Creditors 

Creditors are the main source of capital, which are used in a firm’s activities and operations. 
As banks and other creditors invest their capital in firms they expect to be updated on how 
their funds have been used and therefore require a firm’s annual reports. Banks want to be 
assured that firms have the financial ability to reimburse the capital they have lent out. In 
other words, banks require a presentation of the firm’s transactions since they have expec-
tations on the stability, which is evaluated from the annual reports (Bruzelius & Skärvad, 
2004). As statutory audit has been law regulated, it is self-evident that others by definition 
will have access to the audited information without demanding it. 

When the statutory audit of small limited firms is abolished, the Government will no longer 
be principal and firms will not be obliged to audit their business by law. According to em-
pirical findings, the annual reports will, in turn merely is financial information that has not 
been assessed. This can be problematic for both the firm and the bank as the bank may re-
quire an auditor’s certificate, which confirms that the annual report is trustworthy, before 
granting loans. Additionally, empirical findings emphasises that banks may employ auditors 
or experts who will perform surveillance to assure that the firm is managed appropriately 
(P. Fogelberg, personal communication, 2007-11-14). 
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Since banks may require some sort of certificate that assures the credibility in audited re-
ports, banks will act as principals as they require some kind of review or perusal to ensure 
that the information is reliable and trustworthy. Thereby the role of the principal, the one 
who actually requests reliable information, may shift from the Government to banks and 
other creditors. The owner will as a result be the agent who provides banks with reliable in-
formation. Audited reports act as control mechanisms for banks to ensure that firms have a 
good solvency (Hatch, 1997). As auditing is a source for banks to warrant that the firms’ 
financial information is trustworthy, it rewards the firm with a bank loan. In this bank-firm 
relationship, auditing plays a major role as it insures that the information is reliable and at 
the same time it becomes a strong foundation of basing decisions on.  

To shift the paradigm, Thorell and Norberg (2005b) disagree with the notion that small 
limited firms are facilitated in acquiring loans from banks as a result of auditing. They argue 
that auditing is not of help when applying for bank loans, such that banks can receive the 
necessary information from other sources. It can be questioned how banks can grant loans 
without expecting any update on the firms’ financial status. It can therefore be argued that 
banks would most likely require annual reports from firms that apply loans, especially from 
firms that apply for the first time; this is to ensure the firm’s solvency before granting 
loans. Moreover, banks would want to ensure that the financial information at hand assures 
quality through auditing, especially after the abolishment.  

After the abolishment of statutory audit, auditing will no longer be law regulated, instead it 
will become voluntary. Before banks grant loans, they will probably require the annual re-
ports to be audited and owners may therefore need to get an audit of their business. In 
such case, the firm may need to comply to the bank’s requirement of providing reliable in-
formation, being the agent, and in turn it is compensated with a bank loan. This implies 
that audited annual reports are of great significance, such that they reflect that a firm’s sta-
bility and solvency are reliable (Bruzelius & Skärvad, 2004). Auditing facilitates the firm to 
uphold a credible and trustworthy external image of the firm.  

4.3 Government 

Since statutory audit is law regulated, the Government is automatically the principal, which 
demands limited firms to perform an audit of their business. The use of auditing is very 
important for the Government, in the sense that it is a basis for tax assessment (Bruzelius 
& Skärvad, 2004). Auditing adds credibility to the firm, such that it assures that firms pay 
the correct amount of taxes on their incomes and profits. Indeed, auditing helps firms to 
pay the correct amount of tax and thereby avoid paying any fines for being caught not pay-
ing taxes on all incomes. 
 
Another role of auditing in society is to prevent frauds and illegal acts in firms. Strömberg 
(2005) points out that there is a connection between the abolishment of statutory audit and 
increases in frauds and illegal acts, such as money laundry (M. Björklund, personal commu-
nication, 2007-11-13). The Government has perceived that frauds and illegal acts are most 
frequent in firms with least audit reviews (Strömberg, 2005). In addition to this, it is harder 
to control firms that choose to exclude an audit of their firms. This is also supported by 
Lindholm and Sagefors’ study (2006), which has found that 22 % of the business owners 
believe that the frauds and illegal acts will increase after the abolishment, which is more 
than one-fifth of the respondents. Auditing is a tool that has preventive effects on frauds 
and illegal acts. Conversely, Thorell and Norberg (2005b) disagree with the argument that 
auditing reduces frauds and illegal acts. This is because, if a business owner wants to cheat 
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and carry out illegal activities s/he would most likely be able to find an auditor that would 
be willing to accept this and agree to help them. Additionally, the fact that such effects as 
well as frauds and illegal acts have yet not been recognized in the United Kingdom after the 
abolishment further enhances Thorell and Norberg’s (2005b) argument of abolishing statu-
tory audit in Sweden. This could, according to Thorell and Norberg (2005b), be an argu-
ment in favour of abolishing statutory audit.  However, it can be difficult to justify that 
such effects have not been detected in the United Kingdom, as it is harder to control firms 
that choose to exclude an audit of their business.  
 
One of the influences of the debate regarding the abolishment in Sweden is the recent 
abolishment of statutory audit in Denmark. Observing that Denmark has abolished statu-
tory audit for small limited firms has influenced Swedish politicians to consider this. Ex-
perts state that politicians in Sweden regard auditing as an unnecessary cost, which ap-
proximately amounts to SEK 10 000 per year. Since there are nearly 200 000 small limited 
firms in Sweden, politicians simply calculate that the abolishment will help Swedish firms 
to save BSEK 2 annually. This calculation totally excludes the benefits of auditing, such 
that it ignores the overall importance of auditing (P. Fogelberg, personal communication, 
2007-11-14). This signifies that populism and politics are influencing reasons behind the 
abolishment of statutory audit. Thereby, the abolishment has a cost-saving motive for 
Swedish politicians.  
 
Firms that exclude an audit of their business in Denmark are obliged to notify the Tax 
Agency. Their motive is to set a higher control for firms that have excluded an audit of 
their business to ensure that their taxation payments are correct (Brännström, 2006). How-
ever, it can be argued that having a higher control from the Tax Agency does not necessar-
ily improve the credibility of the firm, but rather ensures that the taxes are paid accurately. 
Instead of being controlled by the Tax Agency, it is useful to maintain an audit after the 
abolishment.  
 
Professionals in the auditing industry were given the possibility of simplifying the auditing 
process of small- and middle sized firms, which the legislator allowed for. In 1995, the 
Committee of Swedish private limited firms offered a possibility to simplify the audit of 
small- and middle sized firms, referring to the proposition of 1975’s Companies Act. Ac-
cording to Thorell and Norberg (2005b), the auditing regulations prevailing today are not 
adapted for small- and middle sized firms. Some kind of change in regulation for small 
firms is required if the statutory audit is maintained. The researchers argue that the prevail-
ing auditing regulations are not suited for small firms, such that they are too extensive, and 
it is therefore time to modify the current regulation by introducing some kind of simplifica-
tion (Thorell & Norberg, 2005b).  

Nevertheless, the Government has acted as the head principal regarding statutory audit. 
Audited annual reports have been a basis for controlling whether firms have paid the cor-
rect amount of taxes. After the abolishment, since statutory audit will no longer be law 
regulated, the Government will step back as the principal. Rather, other stakeholders that 
need audited annual reports to make decisions may require auditing. A firm gains credibility 
and assurance of quality through auditing.  
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4.4 Suppliers 

Suppliers contribute by supplying products and services that firms have interest in. Even 
suppliers can act as important creditors in small firms, such that firms may purchase on 
credit. Suppliers want to be assured that their credits are paid on time. Therefore, suppliers 
set conditions on stability and solvency. This is evaluated from the audited annual report. 
As it looks like today, statutory audit is law regulated by the Government. Likewise banks, 
the reliable information is automatically accessible to suppliers, without them setting a re-
quirement of it (Bruzelius & Skärvad, 2004).  

Regarding customers and suppliers in lengthy business relations, empirical findings reveal 
that annual reports are less likely to be a basis when deciding whether to sell or buy from a 
firm. Here, the decision is rather based on previous experiences from customers or suppli-
ers. The supplier might only consider whether the credits have been paid on time or if 
there are any old unpaid debts from specific customers (M. Björklund, personal communi-
cation, 2007-11-13). In lengthy continuous business relations, suppliers may not need the 
audited annual reports, as s/he has previous experiences from their operations, which may 
be used as a basis in the decision of whether to do business with them.   

In new supplier-customer relationship, however, suppliers may want to warrant the cus-
tomers’ reimbursement ability. The annual reports are then of great use as they facilitate the 
supplier’s decision. To be assured that the reports they receive have a quality assurance, 
suppliers may demand some evidence that their annual reports are credible, and may 
thereby act as principles by requiring audited financial information. After the abolishment, 
new suppliers would base their decisions on the revised annual reports, such that they want 
to be sure that their credits are received in time.   

Auditing may become a vital component in suppliers’ decision-making process as it reas-
sures that the information delivered is not only revised but also accurate and correct. The 
importance of auditing is also illustrated in the study conducted by Lindholm and Sagefors 
(2006). Statistics emphasize that 24 % of the business owners that participated in the study 
considered that auditing enhances the credibility of a firm’s financial reports, which in turn 
would probably facilitate supplier’s decision of whether to operate or exclude potential 
business relations with future customers.  

Empirical findings also highlight that new suppliers that do not receive audited reports may 
in turn claim customers, the firms, to pay for supplies in advance or instead shorten the 
credit period for customers (P. Fogelberg, personal communication, 2007-11-14). How-
ever, if firms provide audited financial information to suppliers, since the information is 
trustworthy due to the audit, suppliers may provide longer credit periods to reward firms. 

4.5 Customers 

Customers are a vital element of a firm as they are a basic condition for the firm’s exis-
tence. As the customers buy products and services from its supplier, they rely on that they 
will deliver good products and services. According to Bruzelius and Skärvad (2004) cus-
tomers need the security that the supplier has the required economy to be able to supply to 
them before they actually purchase any goods and services from them. Customers would 
also want to be confident that the supplier will prevail ahead in time. Bruzelius and Skärvad 
(2004) further highlights that it is not unusual that customers look into annual reports of 
potential suppliers in an attempt to build their faith in them. Despite that customers may 
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not necessarily require that the annual reports are audited, it may offer a credible image to 
the firm, as well trustworthiness in the financial reports, which may benefit a firm.  

Customers may want to be assured that its suppliers’ financial information is correct. As 
customers may choose to work with other reliable firms, they need the assurance that the 
firm they trade with is not involved in illegal activities. This signifies that customers are also 
in need of annual reports which are revised and assessed. This in turn, reveals that custom-
ers may also become principals as they may require audited annual reports to gain trustwor-
thiness and reliability, that auditing offers. Consequently, as auditing enhances a firm’s 
credibility overall it acts as a reassurance of customer confidence.  
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5 Conclusion 

In this chapter, the authors present the conclusions of this research. The authors demonstrate the findings on the rea-
sons of the abolishment and conclude whether it is beneficial for small limited firms to maintain an audit after the 
abolishment. It also reflected on whether the purpose of this research has been fulfilled. This chapter concludes with 
suggestions of further research within the subject. 

After extensive research in literature, previous studies as well as interviews, the authors 
have identified and determined the most probable reasons behind the abolishment of statu-
tory audit in small limited firms in Sweden. The authors believe that knowing why statutory 
audit is being abolished, provides business owners with a sufficient basis of determining 
whether it is worth maintaining an audit of their business. Since business owners is the 
party that will be affected the most by the abolishment, the authors additionally discuss 
whether it is beneficial for them to maintain an audit of their business, despite the abolish-
ment. This study has been directed towards business owners as they are the group of peo-
ple who will benefit the most by the findings of this research.   

 

Figure 2: Stakeholder relations before the abolishment of statutory audit 

 

Before the abolishment of statutory audit, since auditing has been law regulated, the Gov-
ernment has been the only principal to require auditing. It is thereby self-evident that oth-
ers by definition have access to the audited information without demanding it, as also illus-
trated by figure 2. Since stakeholders have an exchange relationship with the firm, they 
automatically receive the audited annual reports. It is interesting to present the findings on 
whether it still is beneficial for firms to maintain an audit, after the abolishment. Neverthe-
less, it is highly important to present the reasons of the abolishment before the authors can 
conclude whether it is beneficial for business owners to maintain an audit of their business 
after the abolishment of statutory audit.   

The fact that other European Union countries have abolished statutory audit and that Swe-
den is one of the few countries that have maintained statutory audit has influenced politi-
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cians to introduce a change in the regulations. There is an aspiration to harmonise laws and 
regulations within the European Union countries and by observing the neighbouring coun-
tries abolish statutory audit influences the Swedish Government to conform to this change. 
Populism and politics are indeed prominent reasons for the abolishment of statutory audit 
in small limited firms. Moreover, the fact that the prevailing auditing regulations are not 
suited for small firms, such that they are too extensive, is also a probable reason behind the 
abolishment of statutory audit in small limited firms in Sweden.  

The authors can after a broad research conclude that one of the central reasons behind the 
abolishment is the cost of auditing. For small limited firms, the annual cost of auditing can 
amount to approximately SEK 10 000. Unless business owners actually ponder over and 
realise the overall benefits of auditing to the firm, the cost will most often exceed the bene-
fit of it. Moreover, it can be time-consuming to get an audit of the business as it comprises 
of an extended process of assessment. Small firms may not consider it worth spending the 
time and money to get an audit of the business, such that in small limited firms, the owner 
and the manager is usually the same person. Thereby, s/he already has sufficient updates 
on the operations and activities of the firm. The costs of auditing can therefore seem to ex-
ceed the benefits it brings about. However, it is vital to consider that the advantages of au-
diting are beyond the minimal cost.  

Highlighting the benefits of auditing illustrates that accomplishing an assurance of quality is 
one of the most essential motives of auditing. Through the extensive assessment of annual 
reports and the firm’s routines and operations, which an audit comprises of, the credibility 
of the firm is increases. Moreover, such that an independent auditor has reviewed that the 
numbers and information is accurate and correct, the financial information becomes reli-
able and trustworthy. This will in turn not only raise the firm’s credibility, but also 
strengthen its image against stakeholders. By providing stakeholders with reliable financial 
information may facilitate and reinforce their exchange relationship. This is because the au-
dited reports are a ground for stakeholders, such as banks or suppliers, to make decisions 
on whether to grant a loan or supply on credit, as the audited annual reports reveal that the 
firm’s financial status is reliable. Thereby, the stakeholders may reward the firm with incen-
tives to encourage the firm to supply them with valuable information. This stresses that it is 
beneficial for small limited firms to maintain an audit of the business, despite the abolish-
ment, appreciating the advantages it brings about.  

Auditing has been used as a tool to prevent frauds and illegal acts. As mentioned in the 
previously, there have not been any indications of increased illegal activities in the United 
Kingdom after the abolishment. Yet, the question is whether auditing does not play a pre-
ventive purpose or if it is harder to detect frauds and illegal acts when the audit of the firm 
is excluded?  

After the abolishment of statutory audit, auditing will become voluntary and demanded in-
stead of law regulated and it would be interesting for business owners to find out more 
about auditing and whether they should maintain an audit of their business. Thereby, they 
will realize the significance of auditing, which will in turn raise the quality of auditing. It is 
essential for each business owner to consider whether its individual firm needs the bi prod-
ucts that auditing yields. Auditing stands as a quality assurance, which stakeholders rely on. 
If statutory audit for small firms is abolished, stakeholders may need to search for other 
tracks to retrieve sufficient information to base their decisions on. 
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Figure 3: Stakeholder relations after the abolishment of statutory audit  

 

After the abolishment, as shown in figure 3, the Government will no longer act as the head 
principal that requires auditing, such that auditing will no longer be law regulated. Instead 
the role of the principal will shift to other stakeholders, which may require that a firm’s an-
nual reports are audited before developing an exchange relationship with them. As also 
shown in the figure above, auditing may facilitate granting of loans, longer credit periods 
and loyalty, a credible image of the firm, as a result of business owners providing trustwor-
thy information to the stakeholders. Furthermore, by taking these benefits into considera-
tion, a firm is able to determine whether the benefit of auditing exceeds the cost.  

In some cases, auditing may not be considered necessary to maintain. This could be the 
case in micro firms for instance, despite the benefits discussed. This is could be such that 
there may be a lesser need to get access to financial information in order to control the per-
formance of the management. Since micro firms usually comprises of only one owner who 
also is the manager of the firm, and the only worker, s/he thereby already possesses all in-
formation concerning the business. Moreover, if a firm already has an established circle of 
customers, they will, as long as they are content with the experienced exchange relation-
ship, probably not pay attention to whether the business owner maintains audited reports 
of his/her business or not. On the other hand, it is beneficial to maintain an audit to gain 
the trust of new circle of customers. However, it is beneficial for small firms, which are de-
fined as 50-25-50 firms to maintain an audit of their business. This is because, such firms 
are large enough to benefit the bi products that auditing yields. 
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One can easily present and demonstrate the advantages respectively the disadvantages of 
auditing; yet, it is difficult to generalise an individual firms’ need of reviewing their busi-
nesses. Instead, each firm should take into consideration the pros and cons of auditing that 
are applicable to their business and thereby decide whether to maintain or exclude an audit. 
However, by realising the importance of auditing, reveals that being a means of revising 
annual reports, it assures that the firm’s financial information is reliable and trustworthy. 
Getting an audit of the business enhances a firm’s reputation. A firm gains credibility and 
assurance of quality through auditing. This is indeed, one of the main grounds for uphold-
ing such routine, after the abolishment. Nevertheless, it can be concluded that it is benefi-
cial for small limited firms to maintain an audit of their business, despite the abolishment 
of statutory audit, to uphold a credible and trustworthy external image of the firm. 
Through the research and study conducted, the authors would like reiterate that the pur-
pose of this research has been acheived. This study has sufficiently provided insight for 
business owners to assist them in deciding whether to maintain or exclude an audit of their 
business.  

5.1 Future studies  

There are a number of future studies that can be conducted. Statutory audit has not yet 
been abolished and it is therefore difficult to identify the potential effects that may arise. It 
would therefore be interesting to research the actual effects brought about by the abolish-
ment, ahead in time. After the abolishment, there will probably be a number of firms that 
will maintain an audit of their business. However, the actual effects of the abolishment will 
be most noticeable in firms that have chosen to exclude an audit, which is why there is 
great interest of studying this further. It would indeed be viable to study the changes that a 
small limited firm has experienced after having excluded an audit. This may generate the ef-
fects of not maintaining audits. It should be noted, however, that it may take a couple of 
years to identify and realise the actual effects of the abolishment of statutory audit. 

Additionally, it would be appealing to study the measures that various stakeholders have 
taken after the abolishment. For instance, it would be feasible to study if the Swedish Tax 
Agency has raised its taxation assessment level for firms that have excluded an audit of 
their business. Investigating the extent of the impact of the abolishment on auditing firms 
is also another possible future research topic.  

As discussed above, there are various areas to conduct further research in. What distin-
guishes a research is the perspective the study is viewed and executed from.  
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Appendix   

Intervjufrågor 

1. Hur stor del av Er verksamhet består av revision av små aktiebolag respektive stora 
aktiebolag? 

 

2. Hur stor procentuell andel av Era intäkter kommer från revision av små aktiebolag? 
 

3. Hur omfattande är revisionen av små aktiebolag? Tycker Ni att den är för omfat-
tande med tanke på de små aktiebolagens storlek?  

 

4. Vem gynnas mest av revisionen? (Ex; kreditgivare, skattemyndigheten?) 
 

5. Varför tror Ni att Sverige funderar kring slopandet av revisionsplikten? 
 
 

6. När beräknar Ni att revisionsplikten kommer att slopas? 
 

7. Vad är argumenten för att bibehålla revisionsplikt i små aktiebolag i Sverige? 
 

8. Vad är argumenten för slopandet av revisionsplikten? 
 

9. Hur tror Ni att slopandet av revisionsplikten kommer påverka små aktiebolag? 
 

10. Hur planerar Ni att behålla Era nuvarande klienter som möjligen kommer att förs-
vinna i samband med slopandet? 

 

11. Finns det något som Ni skulle vilja tillägga? 
 

 

 

 

 

 


